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PDF .NET Library Documentation - PDF Technologies, Inc. 
The PDFBarcode2D type exposes the following members.
Methods
	
               
            	Name	Description
		Equals	Determines whether the specified Object is equal to the current Object.
 (Inherited from Object.)
		Finalize	Allows an Object to attempt to free resources and perform other cleanup operations before the Object is reclaimed by garbage collection.
 (Inherited from Object.)
		GetHashCode	Serves as a hash function for a particular type. GetHashCode()()() is suitable for use in hashing algorithms and data structures like a hash table.
 (Inherited from Object.)
		GetType	Gets the Type of the current instance.
 (Inherited from Object.)
		IsCodeValid	
            Gets a value indicating whether the value to encode specified in the Code property is valid.
            

		MemberwiseClone	Creates a shallow copy of the current Object.
 (Inherited from Object.)
		ToString	Returns a String that represents the current Object.
 (Inherited from Object.)


Properties
	
               
            	Name	Description
		BackColor	
            Gets or sets the background color for the barcode.
            

		BarColor	
            Gets or sets the bars' color of the barcode. 
            

		BorderColor	
            Gets or sets the barcode border's color. 
            

		BorderWidth	
            Gets or sets the barcode border's width. 
            

		Code	
            Gets or sets the value to encode. 
            

		Font	
            Gets or sets the font of the text displayed by the barcode.
            

		ForeColor	
            Gets or sets the foreground color of the barcode.
            

		Height	
            Gets the height of the barcode. It's uses UnitOfMeasure.
            

		Text	
            Gets or sets the additional text to show in the barcode image. This is not the value to encode. 
            

		TextAlignment	
            Gets or sets the text alignment for Text property. 
            

		UnitOfMeasure	
            Gets or sets the UnitOfMeasure. 
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